Fragments of an emperor’s religious policy: The case of Hadrian

Abstract

Neither the concept of “imperial policy” nor of “religion” are easily applied to antiquity. Yet the activities of Roman emperors often did have consequences for religious activity, and their behaviour was not necessarily chaotic or random. Hadrian provides a good case for examining how religious activity was incorporated into ancient biography and historical writing, and how it was related to other fields of imperial conduct. A good deal is recorded about Hadrian’s
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Resumen

Ni el concepto “política imperial” ni el de “religión” son fácilmente aplicables a la Antigüedad. A pesar de ello, la labor de los emperadores romanos tuvo, frecuentemente, un notable impacto sobre la actividad religiosa, y su comportamiento no fue, necesariamente, caótico o aleatorio. Adriano proporciona un buen caso para examinar cómo la actividad religiosa del emperador fue incorporada a las biografías antiguas y a la narración histórica, y cómo estaba relacionada con
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conduct of religious offices, his building projects and his engagement with older tradition, Roman and foreign. The dossier of testimonia does reveals some consistencies in his behaviour but these seem to derive less from policy than from habits of thought and action. Many of his actions can be interpreted as conventional, even if sometimes performed on an unconventional scale. Hadrian certainly exercised agency, and he had particular dispositions as a ruler. But religious policy seems an anachronistic term to apply to his conduct.

otros ámbitos de la acción imperial. Nos ha llegado mucha información sobre la actividad adrianea relativa a cargos religiosos, a sus proyectos edilicios y a su vinculación con la tradición anterior, romana y extranjera. El elenco de testimonia revela una cierta consistencia en su comportamiento, pero parece derivar menos de la política que de hábitos de pensamiento y acción. Muchas de sus acciones pueden ser interpretadas como convencionales, incluso si algunas veces se llevaron a cabo a una escala inusual. Ciertamente, Adriano ejerció su voluntad, y tuvo una disposición particular como gobernante. Pero el término “política religiosa” parece un anacronismo al aplicarlo sobre su conducta.
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Sacra Romana diligentissime curavit, peregrina contempsit.

Pontificis maximi officium peregit.

Roman rites he most carefully observed, foreign ones he despised. He always carried out the duties of the Pontifex Maximus.

Hist. Aug., Had. 22, 10 (trans. Birley)

There are excellent reasons to avoid the term Religious Policy when discussing the Roman Empire. The idea that emperors had policies in a modern sense was categorically rejected more than forty years ago. More recently the use of the term ‘religion’ in relation to antiquity has also been challenged. In a world without clearly defined and mutually exclusive religions or confessions, the technical term ‘Religionspolitik’ has little meaning. Hadrian was exceptional in many ways, including for the range of his cultural engagements and for his many interventions across the empire. Yet in this respect he was entirely typical. Hadrian had no Religious Policy.

Yet it would not be correct either to say that Hadrian had no impact on the religious life of the empire, nor were his interventions random and chaotic. Ancient writers present a broadly consistent picture of his actions, one that is largely confirmed when other evidence is considered. Indeed Hadrian’s interactions with var-

4. CNRS, 1966; Birley, 1997; Boatwright, 1987; Boatwright, 2000. For an evocative account of the empire in the reign of Hadrian see Danziger y Purcell, 2005.
ious religious traditions and centres provides a basis for rethinking how we understand the religious role of Roman emperors in general.

1. Hadrian’s Religious Activity

Our evidence for Hadrian’s religious activity is late and fragmentary, as is true for all aspects of his reign. Most of our synoptic accounts – the life included in the *Historia Augusta* and the very short accounts by Aurelius Victor, Eutropius and the *Epitome de Caesaribus* – were composed in the fourth century AD. Dio’s account, composed two generations after Hadrian’s death, survives only in the eleventh-century summary produced by the Byzantine monk John Xiphilinus. Fuller accounts once existed. The *Historia Augusta* refers to Hadrian’s own account of his life, apparently apologetic in tone, and also to a life written by Marius Maximus, a contemporary of Dio and a continuator of Suetonius. The extant narratives may be supplemented by mentions in second and third century literature: Hadrian’s interest in intellectual life and his travels in the Greek East means that he features in anecdotes related by Gellius, Fronto, Favorinus, Aristides, Pausanias, and Philostratus among others. Finally a number of letters and decrees have survived in epigraphic form. Only a little of this testimony deals with religious matters.

The religious office of the emperor is not a major focus of attention in any of the surviving narratives. Their recurrent themes are the circumstances of Hadrian’s accession, how he dealt with the legacy of Trajanic expansion, Hadrian’s relations with the senate and senators, his love for Antinous and the latter’s mysterious death, and Hadrian’s own miserable end. The narratives are not independent of each other, and none were composed under emperors with a vested interest in Hadrian’s reputation, but perhaps they represent a common tradition about the reign. The anecdotes, mostly written down earlier than the narratives, present a man of strong passions who had difficulty in restraining them.

In all this material, the lines of the *Historia Augusta* which head this chapter are the nearest thing we have to an explicit comment on his religious conduct in general. The context is a chapter of the *Life* which presents an account of his military activity while emperor followed by an account of his equally disciplined behaviour in relation to civil affairs. Hadrian frequently appointed guardians, promoted the wearing of the toga in public, restrained public extravagance, regulated urban traffic sensibly, discouraged early bathing, and gave equestrians as well as senators a role in government. He subsidized deserving senators, took his judicial duties seriously and involved magistrates and other senior senators in decision making. Any reader of Suetonius’s *Caesars* or Pliny’s *Panegyricus* would have recognised the conventional signs
of a “good emperor”, as the role had been elaborated over the previous century and a half.\(^5\) What *sacra peregrina* means depends a good deal on the chronological stratum from which the observation comes. If it draws on second-century sources it might refer to one of the many traditions of Egyptian, Jewish, Anatolian, Syrian or Iranian origin popular in Hadrian’s lifetime. If it represents later editorializing it might refer to his treatment of Jews and Christians, and might draw a contrast with the favour shown the later by emperors from Constantine on. It might also, or instead, refer to Suetonius’ similar comment on Augustus.\(^6\) What is certain is that the evaluation is in conventional terms positive. Hadrian supported the traditional public cults of the Roman people, and was punctilious in performing his own role as chief pontiff.

There is also some information conveyed about particular religious rituals in which Hadrian participated. On his accession he immediately became Pontifex Maximus and an Arval Brother. He participated conscientiously in these and other priestly roles in the City.\(^7\) He sponsored a number of spectacles. On the occasion of his praetorship, probably in 107 AD, he was given 4 million HS by Trajan to celebrate games in Rome.\(^8\) He organized a posthumous triumph for Trajan to mark the victory over the Parthians, and regular Parthian games were established.\(^9\) He held six days of lavish games on the occasion of his succession, had 1000 beasts in the arena on his birthday and later funded spectacular funeral games for his mother-in-law Matidia.\(^10\) Trajan, Matidia and Antinous were all consecrated as gods after their deaths and so probably were Trajan’s wife Plotina, his sister Marciana and Hadrian’s wife Sabina.\(^11\) Consecrations were initiated by decrees of the senate, but there is no real doubt that they followed the wishes of the emperor of the day.\(^12\) There were also games to mark his adoption of Aelius Verus Caesar.\(^13\) Other anecdotes refer to Hadrian attending gladiatorial combats and chariot racing in Rome, a traditional sign of *civilitas*.

---

11. Oliver, 1949 and see now McIntyre, 2016.
Hadrian also restored a number of monuments in the city of Rome. Not all were temples, but many of them were and they included the Pantheon, the Temple of Bona Dea, and the Forum Augusti which included the Temple of Mars Ultor. The range of deities thus honoured, and the emphasis on restoration was highly traditional, a display of Augustan pietas. Hadrian’s main addition to the religious topography of the city was the Temple of Venus and Rome, described as the Temple of the City by the Historia Augusta and by the broadly contemporary Ammianus. Despite its enormous scale and innovative design, the Temple of Venus fits comfortably in the tradition of imperial building forums and temples around the forum Romanum. Many of Hadrian’s projects seem to have begun in the 120s AD when questions over his succession to Trajan meant he was concerned to establish his legitimacy in the City, but some were not completed until much later. The Temple of Venus and Rome seems to have been dedicated in 121, consecrated in 135 but not completed until 141. Like Trajan, the first emperor from a provincial background, Hadrian seems to have taken great care to perform his religious functions in a highly traditional manner at Rome, and to conform to precedents set by Augustus and other ‘good emperors’.

Our knowledge of Hadrian’s religious activities in the provinces is more fragmented. Just as in relation to Rome, the narratives do not separate out his religious from his other interventions. Like other Roman travellers before him – Sulla, Antony, Augustus, Germanicus and Trajan spring to mind – Hadrian’s exploration of the east included visits to oracles, tombs and other places of ancient ritual. It is no surprise that he visited Delphi, sacrificed on Mount Casius in Syria, rebuilt the tomb of Pompey at Pelusium in Egypt, was initiated into the mysteries at Eleusis. But it would be misleading to characterise Hadrian’s travels as a pilgrimage. Other stopping points seem less obviously religious, such as when he climbed Mount Etna, toured the sites in Egypt or visited Nicopolis and the site of the battle of Actium. Something like a Grand Tour had developed for Roman visitors to the east – admittedly one that only the very richest could afford – and Hadrian seems to have visited most of the major locations.

17. For the debates over pilgrimage and ancient Mediterranean religion, Elsner y Rutherford, 2005.
Some of the sites attracted benefactions and interventions. The dossier is enormous and very varied. At Athens these included a water supply, an oil law, the foundation for a library, a new civic quarter, as well as help with the construction of the Temple of Olympian Zeus. Other communities benefited too, in different ways according to their desires and those of Hadrian. As Dio put it:

He assisted the cities, both those that were allies and those that were subjects, with the greatest of generosity. Many of them he had visited himself, more than any other emperor had done, and practically all of them he helped, providing some with water supply, others with harbours, some with grain, others with public works or simply gifts of cash, making different gifts to each of them.

The Historia Augusta puts it even more simply. In almost all the cities he built something and gave games.

This broad conception of imperial euergetism is the context for the help he gave to the oracular sanctuaries at Delphi and Didyma, for his restoration of the oracle at Claros, and for the rebuilding of temples at Baalbek and Palmyra. Our ancient witnesses present these benefactions as comparable to other projects of rebuilding and restoration.

This is also the case if we consider Hadrian as a city founder. The emperor is often criticised for religious insensitivity in establishing Colonia Aelia Capitolina on the site of Jerusalem, sacked a generation before in the Flavian Jewish War. There is no doubt that this foundation did arouse a bitter reaction, but there are Roman contexts in which it seems less controversial. The destruction of ancient cities often made Greeks and Romans feel uncomfortable. To some extent the sacred topography of the Mediterranean world was taken as a given: the removal of cities, as Alexander had done at Thebes and the Romans in 146 at Carthage and Corinth, left a permanent scar. Those three destructions had been reversed, but the destruction of Jerusalem had not. The opening lines of the fifth book of Tacitus’ Histories, written in the reign of Trajan, shows it might be thought of as an analogous case, and Epiphanius, writing in the fourth century, believed Hadrian’s intention was to restore the city, not the

---

Temple.\textsuperscript{23} As at Corinth and Carthage the refoundation took an entirely Roman form while making some concessions to previous sacred topography. A veteran colony was laid out with a \textit{cardo} and a \textit{decumanus} and at their junction was a forum with a temple of Venus. On what is now the Temple Mount a temple was almost certainly built to Jupiter Capitolinus.\textsuperscript{24} IOM was syncretised with the sky gods of Baalbek, Doliche and other city states, so might have seemed a natural translation of Yahweh. The pool of Bethesda became a sanctuary of Sarapis. The decurions of the colony issued more than 100 bronze coin types over the century or so that followed.\textsuperscript{25} Their reverses often depict imperial relatives, legionary badges like the Boar of the Legio X Fretensis, and common Roman imagery such as the she-wolf with Romulus and Remus and the eagle. Otherwise they show temples with cult statues in them, or simply depict gods, among them Sarapis, Mars, Fortuna/the Tyche of the City, Minerva, Jupiter, the Dioscuri, Salus, Victoria. What Hadrian had established was a working Roman city with Roman roads, Roman temples, Roman magistrates and Roman gods. Antinoopolis in Egypt too was laid out as a complete city, a \textit{polis} this time rather than a Roman colony, but one equipped with all the cultural, political, social and religious infrastructure such a community required from citizens to temples of the gods.

\section*{2. Policy, Consistency, and Imperial Initiative}

Hadrian is unusual in having left so many traces of his interventions around the empire. Several factors made it possible. He reigned for more than 20 years, much longer than most emperors. Trajan’s conquests had probably left the treasuries full even after his own building in Rome and the alimentary schemes he established in Italy. Dio and the \textit{Historia Augusta} mention various military engagements in the reign of Hadrian – a revolt in Mauretania, the abortive invasion by the Alani, and of course the war with Jews in Judaea and the diaspora. But there is no reason to think the empire was placed under unusual financial strain. Hadrian had the time and money to build, and the inclination to do so. The main beneficiaries of his generosity were the city of Rome and the ancient cities and sanctuaries of the eastern Mediterranean, although he did build and spend elsewhere. Neither he nor his chroniclers seem to have sharply distinguished generosity directed at religious centres from other kinds of benefaction. When his interventions did have religious dimensions they seem traditional,
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funding ancient temples in Greece and Syria, carrying out conventional rituals in Rome and masking most of his more innovative building under the always acceptable label of “restoration”. Even overseas he went to the same places many other Romans had gone before, to Eleusis, to Troy, to Alexandria.

These actions seem consistent with each other but it is not easy to determine the source of that consistency. Policy seems to be the wrong term. The notion that individual emperors had fixed policies has always seemed a little strange. Why should any ancient monarch bind himself by a series of rigid protocols, given that even today politicians have to adapt to changing events? Habit, inclination, disposition seem better terms. Most ancient narratives, which under the principate often took a biographical form, tried to understand imperial action as an expression of the characters of individual emperors. That perspective is natural from writers living under the emperors and in many cases close to the imperial court. Changes of emperor might make a huge difference to those who surrounded them.

It is equally natural that in the longer term variations between reigns seem less significant. It is common to treat the early empire as a largely stable system, and to explain this as having been produced by a mixture of ideology, habit, path-dependence, economic constraints or governmental instruments that were relatively weak and not very flexible. Individual emperors made less of a difference in this view, constrained as they were by the structures they had inherited. The view of the emperor’s role advanced by Fergus Millar in The Emperor in the Roman World was in part a response to histories that seemed to him to over-estimate any given emperor’s capacity to change his world. Millar’s emphasis on “petition-and-response” asserted the relative ignorance of emperors and their relative powerlessness, to the extent that their role was often reduced simply to making decisions on questions put to them. Comparative studies have now made clear that the rulers of other early empires laboured under similar constraints. Rather than energizing and steering their vast domains, many early emperors were ‘capstone monarchs’, figures whose main function was to stabilize other interests, like those of the army, landowners, urban elites, taxpayers and tenants and so on. But we do now find ourselves at odds with our witnesses. Reigns like Hadrian’s really bring this disparity into focus.

---

As early responses to Millar’s thesis noted, “petition-and-response” works better as an account of imperial action in some spheres than in others.\textsuperscript{29} Emperors did indeed often have to respond to requests for arbitration, or to petitions for grants of personal or civic status and the like, but they had to take the initiative in areas such as the organization of taxation, or the strategic direction of military operations.\textsuperscript{30} Religious matters (as we define them) were sometimes brought to emperors’ attention by others, and sometimes were the object of imperial initiative. For example ‘petition-and-response’ does characterise quite well the embassies that came to emperors seeking resolution to disputes over rights of \textit{asyla}, or over the ownership of border sanctuaries. Tiberius’ referral of some of these matters to the senate reveals the Republican origins of “petition-and-response” Yet when it came to the construction of the Isaeum Campestre or the choice of deities honoured in imperial fora, we are clearly dealing with the pro-active initiatives of emperors, whatever advice they may have sought in advance.

Not all emperors were equally constrained in their actions. Not all emperors were equally ignorant of their domains. Some emperors tried harder than others to take the initiative, and to wrest power from their courtiers and escape the constraints they had inherited.\textsuperscript{31}

Hadrian was certainly one of those Roman emperors who had more than freedom of action than most. After the early years of his reign his position was relatively secure. The empire he inherited was financially well resourced. Compared to some of his successors he faced no sudden and expensive challenges. Hadrian also arguably knew his empire better than any of his predecessor since Augustus, simply because he had travelled so much of it in his long reign. Comparison with other second-century emperors shows that he might have made other choices, or at least might have had different priorities. He could have continued expansion on the model of Trajan, he could have remained in or near the capital as Pius did, or he could have indulged other interests, perhaps those of a Marcus or a Commodus. He could have spent, or he could have hoarded.

What Hadrian chose to do was to travel and to spend. His dispersal of imperial resource does not seem to have followed a plan that was either narrowly conceived or devised in advance. Many private benefactors had particular areas of interest, athlet-

\textsuperscript{29} Hopkins 1978; Bleicken, 1982.
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\textsuperscript{31} For a similar argument made in relation to the Ancien Regime in early modern France see Elias, 1979.
ics or literary culture, festivals or buildings and so on. The same was true of emperors. Close reading of some epigraphic memorials alongside some speeches of Dio and some titles of the Digest suggests that tensions often arose between the needs or cities and the interests of potential benefactors. Those clashes of ego and desire, and struggles for control over gifts, are familiar from modern fund-raising. Imperial benefactors probably did not do much of this negotiation. Hadrian, on the other hand, does seem to have been responsive to local circumstances, aware that some places needed fortifications and others aqueducts, while yet others needed help to restore dilapidated temples.

Caution is called for since our sources are neither close in time to his reign nor very reliable. We have in the end only fragments of his religious activity to consider. Much of our testimony was produced in a Roman empire which, in religious terms at least, was no longer very similar to Hadrian’s world. The gaps in our knowledge may be the most serious problem. Even in the city of Rome much remains controversial about his building projects: a vast temple of Sarapis on the Quirinal might or might not be his creation, and his role in shaping the tomb cult of Trajan is debated. That said, it does seem that Hadrian was in general sensitive to local religious traditions. In Rome and Athens, Baalbek and Palmyra, Claros and Sparta Hadrian spent to restore, repair and glorify rather than replace. Even in Jerusalem his colony was as traditional a Roman colony as was possible in that age, and may have been intended too as an act of restoration. Where we do not have enough information to be certain as to his intents, I suggest the most likely interpretation is the one that has him respond to local circumstances rather than impose a bold new religious programme. He was no Akhenaten, no Constantine, no Julian.

Hadrian was not the only benefactor whose religious activity was largely channelled into reinforcing traditional patterns of activity. All benefactors had options, and when they wished could make and realize ambitious plans, whether that meant the script for festivals like the Demostheneia of Oenoanda or the design for the Temple of Venus and Rome. Hadrian’s decision to sponsor traditional religion may have been pragmatic in the City of Rome, but it was more of a free choice in the provinces where cities had to be grateful for what they received and could not exercise much pressure on imperial benefactors. The most likely explanation for the choices that

35. The most obvious area to test this proposal is on the debate over the nature of the Panhellenion Spawforth and Walker, 1986; Jones, 1996; Spawforth, 1999.
Hadrian made is that – like most of the wealthy and powerful of his day – he saw no reason to doubt the efficacy of the traditional cults. Old rituals and ancient oracles had served the emperors and the empire well. Those rituals included the *sacra publica* of Rome, and also the ancient rituals of Demeter at Eleusis or Sarapis from Egypt. Tradition, in other words, may have been a positive and deliberate choice. Perhaps a willingness to spend on those gods who had been powerful supporters in the past, was a religious policy of a sort.
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